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Disclaimer

Please note: Changes may have been made to the product since the 
brochure went to print. The manufacturer reserves the right to make 
changes to the design, form, colour and specification of any Mercedes-
Benz vehicle during the lifecycle period, provided these changes, while 
taking into account the interests of the vendor, are communicated to the 
purchaser. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional 
equipment which are not part of standard South African specification 
and will therefore not be available to the South African purchaser. The 
manufacturer is under no obligation to make such accessories and items of 
optional equipment available to the purchaser. Colours may differ slightly 
from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the electronic 

display. Additionally, some models, features, optional extras, colours and/
or services may only be available in combination with others. For current 
and more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, 
optional extras, colours and/or services available in your country, and their 
pricing, please contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger 
Car Dealer. 

www.mercedes-benz.co.za

This disclaimer applies to all content in this brochure.



Leading the way on any road.

m Follow The g-ClAss ACross DigiTAl TerrAin.

The G-Class is out there on the road, all over the world. And of course also on the internet:
www.mercedes-benz.com

Whatever lies ahead, for more than 35 years now the G-Class has  
been out there in front. It has tackled terrain that was deemed  
impregnable. And reaches right into the deepest chasms of the city. 
Unfazed. Straightforward. Always out there at the front.
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Welcome to the jungle.
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Welcome to the jungle.
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The high society 
is back in town. 
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Driving up in a Mercedes-AMG G 63 is not just about riding high. 
You sit in the most exclusive seats, with the worldʼs major cities  
at your feet. In a cross-country vehicle that oozes strength of  
character like no other. 
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It develops a gravitational pull. 
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As it comes to a standstill, this mighty figure casts a 
shadow, defined by angles and edges with more appeal 
than any building, however imposing. A magnet that 
draws everything into its field. And along with it. The 
Mercedes-AMG G 63.
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As luxurious as 
the most exclusive club …
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An exclusive ambience indicates only one thing: that you are your own 
person. Surrounded here by the finest materials, hand-crafted  
for superb comfort. When you touch the shift lever with its embossed 
“AMG” emblem, exclusivity metamorphoses into high performance.

… but without the crowds.
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Heavy metal with attitude.
This impressive appearance does not deceive. Where could you be better looked after than 
out on the road in a G-Class? Also there to support you is Mercedes-Benz Intelligent 
Drive, with its innovative anticipatory safety and driving assistance systems.
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Power delivery in the Mercedes-AMG G 63 is ambitious. Only the AMG SPEEDSHIFT 
PLUS 7G-TRONIC with steering-wheel gearshift paddles is able to keep the power 
under control and translate it into powerful traction. While the perfect soundscape 
to this impressive show is provided by the AMG sports exhaust system with two 
chrome-plated twin tailpipes.
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The reputation that precedes it 
roars out.
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Welcome home.
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Welcome home.
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No natural enemies.
Welcome to the end of the world, where the G-Class adventure is about to begin. No need here  
for roads, traffic lights or rules. Toughness is what’s needed here. Invincibility. And absolute serenity. 
Far too far away? The place, maybe, but not the feeling.
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At the top of the food chain.
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g 500

kW

610 Nm

6000

310 kW
The pass road leads over a mountain chain. 
And to a new level of performance that few 
others can achieve in such dynamic and yet 
playful style. The high-torque engine is as if tailor- 
made for the G 500. The newly developed  
V8 biturbo engine, with its 310 kW (422 hp), 
fears no challenge. Pure V8 fascination.
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Just a few centimetres from the edge, the road gives way to a sheer drop. The perfect  
opportunity to discover the practical benefits of the grab handle. And to enjoy the  
view. From seats that will have to prove their mettle on the drive back down to the valley.  
That’s what we mean by exceptional comfort in the G-Class.
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The G-Class always forges its own path. When others give up is when it 
gets going. Thanks to the extra-high positioning of the engine air intake, 
electronics and exhaust system as well as optimum waterproofing of the 
interior, it can even navigate through water up to 60 centimetres deep.

Over the water 
would be too easy. 
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100% slope climbing ability. 

The G-Class amazes even mountains. It can master steep climbs of up to 45°. That means 100% slope 
climbing ability – and 100% effortless superiority. The support given to the off-road reduction gear as 
part of the standard specification is just as thorough. With the transmission in “Neutral”, pressing the 
Low Range switch is all that it takes to ensure optimal transfer of the torque. Very little throws the G-Class 
off balance. Its compactness, ground clearance and robust off-road capability are legendary.
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54% sideways inclination angle.
If you dare. 
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Most important component: backbone.
The G-Class is not for bending. It is built around a torsionally rigid ladder frame constructed out of sheet steel 
three to four millimetres thick that ensures optimum stability and solidity. This robust design protects  
all major assemblies from damage when driving over obstacles. In order to ensure the best possible corrosion 
protection, the frame is powder-coated, surface-treated and painted. All cavities are flooded with hot wax,  
the structure undergoes cathodic dip priming, and the underbody is given an additional plastic coating. As a 
result, the G-Class offers practically no point of attack for water, snow, road salt or Sahara sand. 
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It can happen, in an off-road situation, that one wheel “hangs” in 
the air. With a normal differential the traction-less wheel would spin 
and the wheel with roadholding would not receive any drive torque. 
The result: the vehicle wouldnʼt budge an inch. Unthinkable for the 
G-Class. Which is why it is equipped with three separately engage-
able 100-percent differential locks – the only assistance system 
that genuine off-road drivers really need.

Ever onward.
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1  lock on the centre differential:  
rigid connection between the front and rear axles

2  lock on the centre differential:  
rigid connection between the two rear wheels

3  lock on the front-axle differential:  
rigid connection between the two front wheels

The DiFFerenTiAl loCks

The centre, rear-axle and front-axle differentials can each be 
electrically engaged at the simple touch of button. If all three 
are activated, each wheel will run at exactly the same speed. 
At this point, traction at just one wheel is sufficient to drive 
the G-Class forward. 
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A G-Class will not adapt itself to suit anyone or anything – except the 
road surface. The new generation of ESP® ensures even better handling 
and safety. In addition, further developments to ASR and ABS are  
responsible for optimising traction and shortening braking distances. 
A widening of the track width by 40 mm means that the G 350 d and 
the G 500 now sit even more solidly on the road. The adaptive damping 
system (optional extra on G 500 only) improves on-road handling  
significantly in Sport mode, while also reducing the sideways tilt through 
bends that is such a typical characteristic of cross-country vehicles. 
Superb ride comfort, which reaches a new level in conjunction with the 
electronic traction system 4ETS.

Comfort on a new level.
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The engine rAnge

g 350 d
V6 with 180 kW (245 hp) and a max. torque of 600 Nm

g 500
V8 with 310 kW (422 hp) and a max. torque of 610 Nm

Mercedes-AMg g 63
V8 with 420 kW (571 hp) and a max. torque of 760 Nm

Mercedes-AMg g 65
V12 with 463 kW (630 hp) and a max. torque of 1000 Nm

Forces of nature.
Only those who are willing to change remain true to themselves. 
And those who are efficient can still be even more powerful. 
Like the engines in the G-Class. The further developed 6-cylinder 
diesel engine in the G 350 d combines superb pulling power 
with optimised consumption. State-of-the-art catalytic convert-
er technology reduces emissions of nitrogen oxides by as 
much as 80%. The G 500 is powered by an engine that will 
ignite the petrol running through the veins of any true car  
enthusiast: the powerful V8 biturbo engine. With impressive 
power delivery, astonishing efficiency and a unique sound.  
A force to be reckoned with: the uprated AMG 8-cylinder petrol 
engine in the Mercedes-AMG G 63. Two exhaust gas turbo-
chargers plus an intercooling system and an unashamedly high 
torque catapult it into a different performance category al-
together. And if that’s still not enough, there’s still one option 
left: the even more powerful Mercedes-AMG G 65.
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A claim that visitors to the production facility in Graz will hear often.  
The G-Class has been hand-built here for the last 35 years – filling every-
one involved with pride. The variety of models necessitates to this day  
a manual process on just one production line. From a range of more than 
10,000 individual parts, experienced technicians therefore select the 
3000 or so that they need, which they then assemble with exemplary care 
to create a new G-Class. Only after more than 100 man-hours of work – 
almost three times as much as for a machine-produced vehicle – will a 
G-Class leave its place of origin.

We are G-Class.
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Experienced saddlers ensure that only the finest workmanship touches 
these high-quality leathers. Their trained eyes inspect each piece of 
leather for potential blemishes. The optimal pattern layout is then calcu-
lated so that none of this precious material goes to waste. Producing  
a leather seat takes time. The extraordinary longevity, robustness and 
quality feel are the outcome of meticulous care, in conjunction with 
leather that can be as much as 1.8 millimetres thick. A quality that is only 
truly experienced in extreme conditions – and which can still be felt 
even after many years. 

Focus. You  
have our word. 
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Boulders protruding half a metre out of the track. Massive tree roots breaking through the surface. 
The sort of terrain that would defeat any other vehicle. Welcome to the “Schöckl” mountain.  
During the ongoing process of development, a G-Class must survive several thousand kilometres 
or more on the company’s own test track. Only once the axles, frame, bodyshell, drive train  
and major assemblies are proven to hold out longer than their drivers will we certify them as 
“Schöckl-proof and ready for series production”. 

whAT every g-ClAss hAs To geT  
Through or over:
http://mb4.me/schoeckl

Tried, tested  
and Schöckl-proof. 
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The date of 1 February 1979 marks the beginning of a unique success story. 
The production of a vehicle characterised by its first-rate off-road capability, 
superb traction and extraordinary longevity. As if they hadn’t been already, 
the G-Class’s qualities were ultimately proven in 1983 when Jacky Ickx and 
Claude Brasseur vanquished the Sahara and every other competitor in the 
race to win the Paris-Dakar rally. 
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That’s also one of the reasons why the way the G-Class is built has barely 
changed since. Or, to put it another way: it has been “tweaked and polished”, 
but we have not changed its essential character. 

2016
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Tour de G.

Follow “oTTo”. DisCover The whole sTory.
http://mb4.me/otto

In 1988 Gunther Holtorf set off on his way into the history books – without knowing that he  
was doing so. In his G-Class, nicknamed “Otto”, a Mercedes-Benz 300 GD with a three-litre 
diesel engine producing 65 kW (88 hp), he went on to explore one continent after the other.  
On a route that took him through 215 countries, regions and territories, he covered almost 
900,000 kilometres – with just one engine. A world record. Since 2014 “Otto” has found a 
worthy new home in the Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart – but will continue its travels as 
an exhibit at numerous international exhibitions.
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Youʼre ready to go; the G-Class has been so for more than 
35 years. With all the equipment you could possibly need, 
straight from the factory. Like the G 350 d with its more 
powerful diesel engine. It is poised to be urged off the 
beaten track and to leave its tyre tracks in the asphalt of 
the boulevard. 

The adventure begins.
The G 350 d.
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inTerior highlighTs

anthracite poplar wood trim

4-spoke multifunction steering wheel in black nappa leather with steering-wheel gearshift 
paddles and 12 function buttons

Instrument cluster with 2-tube design and 11.4 cm multifunction display

COMAND Online multimedia system

THERMATIC automatic climate control with two climate zones

Memory function for front seats and head restraints

Stainless steel door sill panels (x4) featuring “Mercedes-Benz” lettering

exTerior highlighTs

5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted silver, with 265/60 R 18 tyres

Radiator grille with 3 louvres

Wheel-arch flaring in vehicle colour

LED daytime running lamps
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Commands respect. And will be heard.
The G 500. exTerior highlighTs

Exterior protective strip with inserts featuring stripe effect in anthracite

Metallic paintwork

5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted silver, with 265/60 R 18 tyres

Radiator grille with 3 louvres

Wheel-arch flaring in vehicle colour

It goes without saying: no compromises. Equipped with everything it 
takes to make the G-Class a cult figure. Powered by a redesigned  
and even more powerful V8. Comes as standard: the unmistakeable 
sound that doesn’t get under the skin. But races there.
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inTerior highlighTs

High-gloss brown burr walnut wood trim

Wood/leather steering wheel in high-gloss brown burr walnut wood/black  
nappa leather

Seat upholstery and upper section of door centre panels in leather

Velour floor mats in black, at the front incl. “V8” logo
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exTerior highlighTs

AMG radiator grille with chrome-plated twin louvre and black mesh, plus 
“AMG” lettering

AMG sports exhaust system with two chrome-plated twin tailpipes, on the 
left and right sides

AMG front and rear brake callipers painted red

AMG high-performance braking system with internally ventilated and perforated 
brake discs, 375 x 36 mm at the front and 330 x 22 mm at the rear

AMG bodystyling consisting of a model-specific front apron with black cooling 
air intakes and AMG wheel-arch flaring painted in the vehicle colour

AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium grey with a high-sheen 
finish, with 275/50 R 20 tyres

Metallic paintwork

Exterior Stainless Steel package

inTerior highlighTs

Seats in designo leather and leather-covered dashboard

designo roof liner in black DINAMICA microfibre

Chrome package

AMG performance steering wheel in black nappa leather, 4-spoke design, 
with flattened bottom section and silver-coloured aluminium shift paddles

Set of 4 AMG door sill panels in solid, high-sheen stainless steel with white 
illumination and “AMG” lettering

AMG instrument cluster in twin-tube look with 11.4 cm (4.5-inch) multifunction 
display including AMG main menu

The manifestation of strength. 
Mercedes-AMG G 63.
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Stature. Presence. Attitude. The Mercedes-AMG G 63 draws all 
eyes upon itself and counters every attempt to overtake it with  
powerful elegance. AMG bodystyling and self-assurance, powered 
by the powerful AMG 5.5-litre V8 biturbo engine.
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G-force. 
Mercedes-AMG G 65.
Everything else simply trails in its wake. Its presence is breathtaking, its performance brutal.  
The Mercedes-AMG G 65, now with a powerful V12 biturbo engine, defies boundaries to define a new 
level of exclusivity. And it shows.
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exTerior highlighTs

AMG radiator grille with twin louvre and chrome trim, chrome-plated surround 
and chrome mesh, plus “AMG” lettering

AMG bodystyling consisting of a model-specific front apron with black cooling 
air intakes and AMG wheel-arch flaring painted in the vehicle colour

AMG sports exhaust system with two chrome-plated twin tailpipes, on the 
left and right sides

AMG 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium grey with a high-sheen finish, 
with 275/50 R 20 tyres

AMG high-performance braking system with internally ventilated and perforated 
brake discs, 375 x 36 mm at the front and 330 x 22 mm at the rear

Metallic paintwork

Exterior Stainless Steel package

inTerior highlighTs

Seat Comfort package including multicontour seats and climatised seats for 
driver and front passenger with designo leather in a diamond design

designo Exclusive package

designo roof liner in black DINAMICA microfibre

Chrome package

designo black piano lacquer trim including AMG performance steering wheel 
in black nappa leather
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Edition 463.
The exclusive special model for the Mercedes-AMG G 63 
and G 65. With new AMG 5.3 cm (21-inch) light-alloy 
wheels, a stainless steel underride guard and AMG sports 
stripes on the sides – it doesn’t come more dynamic than 
this. In the interior: sporty ambience with two-tone seats 
with side bolsters in carbon leather, AMG carbon-fibre 
trim and a two-tone dashboard in nappa leather.
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inTerior highlighTs

Upper door panel in smooth carbon leather, door pull in nappa leather, diamond-design seat 
and door centre panels in designo colour

Seat Comfort package

Two-tone seats with side bolsters in carbon leather (contrasting topstitching in black, porcelain 
or light brown), upholstery in a choice of designo leather in black/black, porcelain/black  
or light brown/black

designo Exclusive package, in the case of the Mercedes-AMG G 65 with embossed emblems 
in the head restraints

AMG carbon-fibre trim 

Two-tone dashboard in nappa leather

exTerior highlighTs

Underride guard in stainless steel

AMG sports stripes on the sides (adhesive film)

Insert in the exterior protective strips in dark aluminium look

53.3 cm (21-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, matt black, with high-sheen spokes  
and rim flange, standard for Mercedes-AMG G 63

53.3 cm (21-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, polished ceramic, standard for  
Mercedes-AMG G 65

53.3 cm (21-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, matt black, with a high-sheen rim flange, 
optional for Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65 
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The special model 
G 500 4 x 42.
Believe your eyes: the huge ground clearance of 44 cm, 
portal axles plus the fantastic fording depth of 100 cm equip 
the G-Class for an extreme excursion. Superior off-road, 
accomplished on it: thanks to a 4-litre V8 biturbo engine, 
track widening and portal axles the G 500 4 x 42 has a 
proud, efforlessly superior road stance. The damping adjust-
ment significantly enhances agility in Sport mode. The 
sound? Matches the look.

exTerior highlighTs

Portal axles

Sports exhaust system with two twin tailpipes

Wheel-arch flarings partly in carbon fibre, painted high-gloss black

Underguard, set of two in brushed stainless steel

Roof spoiler at the front, in carbon fibre, painted high-gloss black

56 cm (22-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted black with a  
high-sheen finish, with 325 / 55 R 22 tyres

Paintwork two-tone: roof and Mercedes star piping in the radiator grille 
painted obsidian black

inTerior highlighTs

DINAMICA microfibre interior appointments with designo black leather and  
white topstitching

Steering wheel in DINAMICA microfibre/black nappa leather

AMG carbon-fibre trim

AMG sports seats at the front and “4 x 42” badge
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Follow 
your instincts.
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Driving the G-Class is always an adventure, as much as anything because 
once youʼre off the beaten track you rediscover your own basic instincts. 
But if you should lose your bearings, the COMAND Online multimedia system 
is there to help. On the large new free-standing 8-inch display with TFT 
technology state-of-the-art connectivity services can be showcased1. The 
digital world is also at your fingertips via two USB interfaces, SMS and 
email functions plus a Bluetooth® interface with hands-free function and 
audio streaming for listening to music and a USB interface. But COMAND 
Online also has extremely calming facets: included in the specification is 
the Mercedes-Benz emergency call system1. It can send an emergency 
call via an operational telephone connected with the vehicle, transmit GPS 
position data to the emergency response centre and establish a voice 
connection.

inFoTAinMenT AnD MulTiMeDiA

The harman kardon® logic 7® surround sound system with 450-watt Harman Kardon® DSP 
amplifier and 12 loudspeakers provides an authentic audio experience to suit your mood. 

The optional Parking package: manoeuvre safely into and out of parking spaces. During manoeuvring 
Parking Assist PARKTRONIC monitors the front and rear area and warns the driver if it detects a risk 
of collision. When reverse gear is engaged the reversing camera with a wide-angle lens switches on 
automatically. It shows the area behind the car in the COMAND Online display. Reversing into  
a space and manoeuvring become simpler and safer.

The technology behind the optional rear seat entertainment system is at a high level. It comprises 
a TFT colour display with a screen diagonal of 17.8 cm on the back of each front head restraint.  
The two displays can be used independently of one another. Also: two DVD players, infrared remote 
control and headphones, plus Aux-in and USB sockets.

1 Available in certain countries only.

Or COMAND Online. 
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There it stands, a legend wrought in metal. What better way to complement this than 
with the very incarnation of strength and lustre: stainless steel. The eponymous optional 
equipment package – standard for the Mercedes-AMG models – adds refinement to 
the exterior in the form of running boards on each side plus a spare wheel cover in 
stainless steel with a 3D Mercedes star. 

overview oF FeATures

Stainless steel running board on each side

Stainless steel spare wheel cover with 3D Mercedes-Benz star

Exterior Stainless Steel package.
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overview oF FeATures

Exterior Stainless Steel package

AMG 48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels in titanium grey or in black

Protective strips with inserts in anthracite for a striped effect

Sports exhaust system (for G 500 only)

Velour floor mats

Sports package.
Power and dynamism. As a further complement to the Exterior Stainless Steel package, 
the optional Sports package enhances the athletic appearance of the G 350 d and 
G 500. It includes AMG light-alloy wheels in a 5-spoke design, painted titanium grey 
and fitted with 275/55 R 19 tyres, plus protective strips with inserts in anthracite for  
a striped effect. Not seen, but definitely heard: the sports exhaust system for the G 500. 
The interior package is rounded off with velour floor mats.
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Whoever would have thought it, back in 1979: a G-Class 
with chrome on it. But only for those who can cope  
with it. For a touch of style, as in the case of the 3-louvre  
radiator grille in chrome, with a central Mercedes star.  
Or in the interior, with chrome surrounds for the loud-
speakers in the front doors. As standard for the  
Mercedes-AMG models and, of course, even more im-
pressive: the AMG radiator grille with its chromed twin  
louvre and “AMG” lettering, on the Mercedes-AMG G 63 
with a black grille on the Mercedes-AMG G 65 with a 
chromed grille.

The optional Chrome package – as standard for the  
Mercedes-AMG models and for all those who never look 
back.

gliTz AnD glAMour

Continuous chrome trim around fascia for seat adjustment switches

Chrome surrounds on the loudspeakers in the front doors

Chrome-plated load sill protector with “Mercedes-Benz” or “AMG” lettering

Radiator grille with chrome inserts

Chrome package. 
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The Exclusive package – available as an option for the 
G 350 d and G 500 – meets the desire to be admired with 
an exceptional package of equipment. Even the door  
sill panels are illuminated. The designo roof liner in black 
DINAMICA microfibre adds the final touch to an elegant 
ambience defined by specially selected materials.

luxury AnD leATher

Seat Comfort package (multicontour seats and climatised seats  
for driver and front passenger)

Black leather dashboard

designo roof liner in black DINAMICA microfibre

Illuminated door sill panels

Exclusive package.
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This is the culmination. The pinnacle of exclusivity, where 
craftsmanship meets obsession. Where exquisite materials 
are unveiled at every turn, and every seam is a statement 
in its own right. The designo Exclusive package for the 
Mercedes-AMG models – optional for the Mercedes-AMG 
G 63 – demands character and defines individuality.  
Meticulously coordinated equipment features, sports seats 
in two-tone designo leather for driver and front passenger 
in a range of six colour combinations. Dare to be bold: with 
diamond quilting. 

The designo Exclusive package is only available in  
conjunction with the Seat Comfort package (standard for  
the Mercedes-AMG G 65).

overview oF FeATures

“AMG” emblem in the NECK-PRO front head restraints, embossed  
(Mercedes-AMG G 65 only)

AMG sports seats in the front with “AMG” badges in the backrests and in 
designo two-tone leather

Seat and door centre panels in a diamond-pattern design in six designo colours

Leather-trimmed dashboard in designo black leather

designo Exclusive package.
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The further the expedition, the more important the material: 
a robust roof rack facilitates the safe transportation of 
spare wheels, tents and lots of other bulky items. The opti-
mally adapted rear ladder makes loading and unloading 
easier. 

As a supplement to this: distinctively black 40.6 cm  
(16-inch) light-alloy wheels with robust all-terrain tyres  
ensure grip and stability on all surfaces. The tread is  
extremely profiled, even into the sidewall. 

This off-road equipment with its genuine mentality makes 
the G-Class prepared for virtually anything. This may be 
unique for a car. But it goes without saying for the G-Class.

G on tour.

overview oF oPTionAl exTrAs

Roof rack with rear ladder, painted deep dark grey (maximum payload is 90 kg)

40.6 cm (16-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted matt black, 265/70 R 16 
all-terrain tyres (limit speed 190 km/h, specially tuned suspension and ESP®; 
suspension not approved for 48.3 cm (19-inch) wheels)
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At the summit of exclusivity and individuality.
designo manufaktur.

m Discover the entire designo manufaktur world in the specially created brochure. 
Your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer will be happy to advise you.

The G stands for limitless. designo manufaktur opens up a multitude of totally new equipment 
options for you, exclusively for the G-Class. With stunningly beautiful colours and materials. 
Be it exterior or interior, topstitching or model plate: almost every detail is lovingly crafted 
by hand. Via designo manufaktur you can also choose from an enhanced selection of the 
finest leather. The exclusive paints – regardless of whether metallic or matt – meet the 

highest quality standards and were manually applied in Graz. So that, even after numerous 
trips in rough terrain, the colours lose none of their beauty and vitality.
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exTerior highlighTs (oPTionAl)

Night package

Nine new paints in non-metallic, metallic, bright or magno

Additional light-alloy wheels, painted black

New inserts in black (for G 350 d and G 500) and in carbon fibre  
(for Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65)

Spare wheel cover (ring) painted in obsidian black or in the vehicle colour

Roof painted in obsidian black

inTerior highlighTs (oPTionAl)

Four new leather colours

Two-tone interior on seats, dashboard and centre console with colour-coordi-
nated topstitching on request supplemented by a two-tone steering wheel

designo seat belts, red

DINAMICA Interior package (for Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65)

Grab handle in roof liner black-leather-covered
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RL8

RP1 RM0

RJ1RM9

RL5

Wheels.
RP1 40.6 cm (16-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted matt black, with 

265/70 R 16 all-terrain tyres with 190 km/h limit speed, specially tuned 
suspension and ESP®; suspension not approved for 48.3 cm (19-inch) 
wheels (option for G 350 d and G 500)

RL8 5-spoke 45.7 cm (18-inch) light-alloy wheels, painted silver, with 
265/60 R 18 tyres (standard for G 350 d)

RL5 45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium grey with a 
high-sheen finish, with 265/60 R 18 tyres (option for G 350 d and G 500)

RM9 45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted silver, with 
265/60 R 18 tyres (standard for G 500, option for G 350 d)

RM0 45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium grey, 
with 265/60 R 18 tyres (option for G 350 d and G 500)

RJ1 45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted black with 
265/60 R 18 tyres (option for G 350 d and G 500, part of the optional 
Night package for G 350 d and G 500)
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RM6

RM1RK5

R10 R11

RJ2

RM6 AMG 48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium 
grey, with 275/55 R 19 tyres (part of the optional Sports package for 
G 350 d and G 500)

RK5 AMG 48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted black, with 
275/55 R 19 tyres (option in conjunction with optional Sports package 
for G 350 d and G 500)

R10 AMG 50.8 cm (20-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 275/50 R 20 tyres (standard for 
Mercedes-AMG G 63)

RM1 AMG 50.8 cm (20-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted titanium 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 275/50 R 20 tyres (standard for 
Mercedes-AMG G 65)

R11 AMG 50.8 cm (20-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted matt black 
with a high-sheen finish, with 275/50 R 20 tyres (option for  
Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65)

RJ2 AMG 50.8 cm (20-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted matt 
black with a high-sheen finish, with 275/50 R 20 tyres (option for 
Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65)
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1 Please see our general terms and conditions for full details.  
2 Once the first two years from initial registration have elapsed, all it takes to renew Mobilo is to have the vehicle serviced by an authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner.

Youʼre dreaming of all the places  
youʼll drive to. Fasten your seat belt.

Mercedes-Benz Financial services. The G-Class is the 
embodiment of reliability and safety, with a legendary ability 
to adapt to any terrain. Similarly flexible are the tailored 
leasing and financing products available from Mercedes-Benz 
Financial Services. Mercedes-Benz Financial Services can 
also offer you comprehensive insurance cover on particularly 
attractive terms. For added flexibility and certainty when 
planning, please contact your authorised Mercedes-Benz 
dealer or visit www.mercedes-benz.com

Mercedes-Benz serviceContracts. You’ll always travel  
in style with the G-Class. And always without a worry, 
thanks to our ServiceContracts. They offer a reliable basis 
for long-term planning as well as transparency over the 
costs of any repair or maintenance work that may be due.1 
Workshop services become a minor issue, allowing you to 
concentrate on the important things in life – like crossing 
the Sahara. Your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer will  
be happy to offer advice and to draw up an individual offer 
for you.

The Mobilo mobility guarantee. Should you nevertheless 
be forced to take an unscheduled break due to a break-
down, an accident, a minor mishap or vandalism, you can 
rely on swift help from Mobilo2. You are entitled to services 
such as on-the-spot assistance, a replacement vehicle, tow-
ing or hotel accommodation – an offer valid for a period  
of up to 30 years in more than 40 countries across Europe. 
And whenever you need assistance, you can reach us  
free of charge throughout Europe on 00800 1 777 7777. 

If thereʼs one car that arouses yearning, itʼs the G-Class. Satisfy that 
yearning with our individual services. And whichever path you take,  
Mercedes-Benz will always be by your side.
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What would motorsport be without Mercedes-Benz?
The first vehicle to ever win an automobile race was powered by a Daimler engine. The first  
Mercedes was a racing car. The Silver Arrows – a true legend. Mercedes-Benz has a long tradition 
of involvement with the world of sport. Motorsport shapes the brand and every vehicle bearing  
the Mercedes star to this day. Discover the brand’s unique history first-hand: at the Mercedes-Benz 
Museum in Stuttgart. 

m FinD ouT More 

Discover just what has been moving the world for 130 years 
and take a journey through time as well as through the history 
of the automobile at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. More than 
1500 exhibits await you on 16,500 m2 of floorspace, including 
unique gems such as the oldest surviving Mercedes from 
1902 or the legendary gull-wing models. Welcome to a place 
of innovation: 
www.mercedes-benz.com/museum
www.facebook.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.instagram.com/mercedesbenzclassic
www.twitter.com/mb_museum
www.google.com/+mercedesbenzmuseum
www.youtube.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
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m FinD ouT More 

Fascinating Formula 1 goes multimedia: 
www.facebook.com/MercedesAMgF1
www.twitter.com/MercedesAMgF1
www.youtube.com/MercedesAMgF1
www.plus.google.com/+MercedesAMgF1
www.instagram.com/MercedesAMgF1
www.MercedesAMgF1.com
www.mercedes-benz.com/motorsport

What would Mercedes-Benz be without motorsport?

Mercedes-Benz F1 W07 Hybrid, 2016 season.

3 June 1934 marked the beginning of the Silver Arrows legend in the International Eifel Race at  
the Nürburgring. Today this legend is more alive than ever: in 2015 the Silver Arrows works team  
MERCEDES AMG PETRONAS won the Formula 1 constructors’ and drivers’ titles for the second 
year in a row. The value of these successes extends way beyond the race track: every mile raced 
advances the development of lightweight materials and hybrid technology, among other things,  
for series production.
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Directionally stable on lateral slopes of up to 54%. (G 500 4 x 4 special model2 73%).

24° breakover angle (G 500 4 x 4 special model2 47.4°).

Off-road expertise. Are you ready for this? 
The G-Class is a delight, on elegant boulevards as much as when negotiating deep  
mud holes. With a set of figures that encourage, while also demanding courage. 

Angle of approach/departure front and rear 30° (Mercedes-AMG models front and rear 27°,  
G 500 4 x 4 special model 2 front 51.6° and rear 43.8°). 

Ground clearance 23.5 cm (Mercedes-AMG models 22 cm, G 500 4 x 4 special model2 43.8 cm).

Slope climbing ability up to 100% (Mercedes-AMG models up to 80%, G 500 4 x 4 special 
model2 up to 100%) on appropriate ground.

Maximum fording depth 60 cm (G 500 4 x 4 special model2 100 cm).
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Values for G 500. 

1 For perm. GVW. All data in millimetres. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to standard-specification, unladen vehicles.

How do you measure a legend?
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ZF7SP1

ZF3

ZH2SP3

ZK6

ZN9SP4

ZF5SP5

ZK8

ZF4

Fabric

leather

1  Fabrics/leathers/trim not available for G 4 x 42 special model. 2 Standard for 
G 350 d. 3 Standard for G 500. 4 Standard for Mercedes-AMG G 63. 5 Standard 
for Mercedes-AMG G 65. 6 Only in conjunction with designo Exclusive package. 
You can find further information on upholsteries and trim in the price list. 

Upholstery and trim.

designo leather 

Fabric/leather upholsteries1

SP1
SP3
SP4
SP5

black2

black3

alpaca grey
chestnut brown

designo leather upholsteries1

ZF7
ZF3
ZK6
ZH2
ZN9
ZF5
ZK8
ZF4

designo black4

designo porcelain
designo sand
designo light brown
designo titanium grey pearl
designo classic red
designo mystic red
designo marron

Two-tone designo leather1

ZF3
ZF5
ZK6
ZH2
ZN9
ZF7

designo porcelain/black6

designo classic red/black6

designo sand/black6

designo light brown/black6

designo titanium grey pearl/black6

designo black/black5, 6

Trim

ZI1
V56
ZG6
ZT0
ZG8
ZG2

anthracite poplar wood1, 2

high-gloss brown burr walnut wood1, 3  
AMG carbon fibre
designo satin-finish light brown poplar wood1

designo champagne white piano lacquer1

designo black piano lacquer1, 4, 5
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V56

ZG6

ZI1

ZT0

ZG8

ZG2

ZF3

ZF5

ZH2

ZK6

ZN9

ZF7

Paintwork.

designo two-tone leather Trim

non-metallic paints

9040
9149 
1127

black
polar white
high-gloss electric beam1

Metallic paints2

9183
9197
6300
5359
3541
7755
9775
9792
8796
9963
9988

magnetite black
obsidian black
periclase green
tanzanite blue
thulite red
tenorite grey
iridium silver
palladium silver
citrine brown
indium grey
diamond silver

designo manufaktur paints2

0033
0041
0046
0032
0037
0052
0051
0056

designo mocha black metallic
designo graphite metallic
designo platinum black metallic
designo mystic blue bright
designo mystic red bright
designo mystic brown bright
designo platinum magno3

designo night black magno3

Paint Colour package1, 2, 4

1278
2173
3150
6166
4171

solar beam5

sunset beam5

tomato red5

alien green
galactic beam5

1  For G 500 4 x 42 special model. 2 Optional extra. 3 Matt paint. 4 Only in conjunction with 
Colour package (CC1) for Mercedes-AMG G 63 and Mercedes-AMG G 65. 5 Metallic paint. 
Additional individual designo paint finishes are available from your Mercedes-Benz dealer.
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99883541

7755

127800379775 003391839040

217300529792 004191979149

1127 315000518796 00466300

616600569963 00325359

4171

Paint Colour package1, 2, 4Metallic paints2 designo manufaktur paints2non-metallic paints
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1  Details of rated power and rated torque in accordance with Directive 595/2009/EC and 582/2011/EC in the currently applicable version. 2 The figures shown were obtained in accordance with the prescribed 
measuring process [EC] 715/2007 in the currently applicable version. Note according to Directive 1999/94/EC in the currently applicable version: the figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not 
constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for the purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. 3 Figures only valid within the European Union.  4 Determined on the basis of the 
measured CO2 emissions, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. 5  Figures in accordance with Directive 92/21/EC, version 95/48/EC (kerb weight with fuel tank 90% full, driver, 68 kg, and luggage, 7 kg) 
for standard-specification vehicles. Optional extras and accessories will generally increase this figure and reduce the payload capacity accordingly. Further technical data can be found at www.mercedes-benz.com

Technical data. 

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil.

Diesel engine PeTrol engines  

g 350 d g 500 Mercedes-AMg g 63 Mercedes-AMg g 65 special model g 500 4 x 42

No. of cylinders/arrangement 6/V 8/V 8/V 12/V 8/V

Total displacement in cc 2987 3982 5461 5980 3982

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at rpm 180 (245)/3600 310 (422)/5250–5500 420 (571)/5500 463 (630)/5000–5300 310 (422)/5250–5500

Rated torque1 in Nm at rpm 600/1600–2400 610/2000–4750 760/1750–5250 1000/2300–4300 610/2000–4750

Compression 15.5 10.5 10.0 9.0 10.5

Transmission automatic 7G-TRONIC PLUS 7G-TRONIC PLUS AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS  
7G-TRONIC

AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS  
7G-TRONIC

7G-TRONIC PLUS

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s 8.8 5.9 5.4 5.3 7.4

Top speed, approx. in km/h 192 210 210 230 210

Tyres 265/60 R 18 265/60 R 18 275/50 R 20 275/50 R 20 325/55 R 22

Fuel Diesel Premium petrol Premium petrol Premium petrol Premium petrol

Fuel consumption2 in l/100 km
Urban 
Extra-urban 
Combined 

11.1
9.1
9.9

14.5 
11.0 
12.3 

17.2
11.8
13.8

22.7
13.7
17.0

16.3
12.3
13.8

CO2 emissions2 in g/km, combined 261 289 322 397 323

Emission class3/efficiency class4 Euro 6/D Euro 6/E Euro 6/G Euro 6/G Euro 6/E

Tank capacity/of which reserve approx. (l) 96/14 96/14 96/14 96/14 96/14

Turning circle diameter in m 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 14.3

Kerb weight5 in kg 2612 2595 2555 2585 3021

Perm. GVW in kg 3200 3200 3200 3200 3490

Perm. towing capacity braked/unbraked, in kg 3500/750 3500/750 3500/750 3500/750 –/–



Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.
Since the foundation was established in 2000, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting and promoting the aims and 
values of this worldwide non-profit-making programme: to use social sports projects to improve the lives of children 
and young people.  

 

Disclaimer

Please note: Changes may have been made to the product since the brochure went to press. The manufacturer 
reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and specification of any Mercedes-Benz vehicle 
during the lifecycle period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, are 
communicated to the purchaser. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are 
not part of standard South African specification and will therefore not be available to the South African purchaser. 
The manufacturer is under no obligation to make such accessories and items of optional equipment available to the 
purchaser. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the electronic 
display. Additionally, some models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services may only be available in 
combination with others. For current and more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, 
optional extras, colours and/or services available in your country, and their pricing, please contact your nearest 
authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.

www.mercedes-benz.co.za
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